ABSTRACT. Let xi and X2 be characters modulo 91 and 92, respectively, where 91 and 92 are positive integers. Let
In this paper we shall give an estimate for the sum E f(n)log(x/n).
In [2] Ayoub and Chowla considered the case xi = 1, Qi = 1 and X2 the Kronecker character.
In [3] Müller considered the case xi -1 and X2 the nonprincipal character modulo 4.
We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem.
We have, as x -» oo, Y, f(n)iog(x/n) = Ci(xi,X2)x x-ogx + C2(xi,X2)x n<x + C3(xi,X2)\ogx + C4(xi,Xa) + 0(x~2'3), where the Cj(xi,Xi)> 1 < J < 4, are certain constants to be determined below (see (3.10 ) and (4.5) ).
In what follows we shall use the notation f,a T-, to stand for the integral Ja_iT ■ 2. Lemmas. LEMMA 1. Letx be a character modulo q andletL(s,x) be the associated Dirichlet L series. Then, for s ^ 1, we have i L(s,x) = Q~s J2 X(n)ç(s,n/q), n=l where ç(s,n/q) is the Hurwitz zeta function.
PROOF. For Re(s) > 1, we have oo oo q U*> x) = E X{n)n-S = ¿ J x{mq + n)(mq + n)~s n=l m=0n=l
Now f (s, n/ç) can be continued to a meromorphic function in the entire complex plane whose only singularity is a simple pole at s = 1 (see [5, §13.13] ). Since L(s,x) can be continued to a meromorphic function in the complex plane with at most a simple pole at s = 1 the result follows by analytic continuation and completes the proof of the lemma. LEMMA 2. (1) Let 0 < a < 1. Then we have, as \t] -> oo, '1 ifa>l, e(p + it, a) « I lip-*)/2 log |i| if 0 < o < 1,
(2) Let L(s, x) be as in Lemma 1. Then we have, as \t\ -* oo, 1 ifo>\,
.foltD^-'logfaltl) ifv<0. 
then we hav
By Perron's formula, we have, by (3.1),
+ 0(xVT + x1+5loga;/T2), for any fixed 6 > 0. Let T > 1 and Rt be the rectangle with vertices: l + l/logi+i'T and -l/l4±iT.
Then on the interior of RtF(s)xss~2 has a double pole at s = 0 and a double, single or no pole at s = 1, depending on whether both, one or none of the characters, xi and X2, are principal characters. On RtxsF(s)s~2 is analytic. Thus, by the residue theorem, we have Combining these expansions gives
Similarly, if xi is a nonprincipal character modulo q\ and X2 is the principal character modulo q2, then Thus, (3.3), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.14), we have If we choose T = x5/3 we get the result of the theorem. This completes the proof of the theorem. E r(n)log(x/n) = ttx + logx -log(7r/2) -2 log(r(±)/r(f )) + 0(x-2'3).
n<x
This betters the result of Müller [3] who obtained an error term of 0(x-1/4). EXAMPLE 3. Let q\ = 1, xi -l and X2 be the Kronecker character modulo -q.
Then f(n) is the number of integral ideals of norm n in the imaginary quadratic field Q(y/ZIq). The theorem gives, as x -► 00, 9 E f{n)log(x/n) = L(l,X2)x + q~l E n(q/n)logx where (q/n) is the Kronecker character. This betters the result of Ayoub and Chowla [2] who obtained an error term of 0(x-1/4).
